ONLINE CONTACT FREE EXAM CORRECTION

EXAM MANAGEMENT REDEFINED

- **Objective questions:** Completely paperless with auto grading.
- **Subjective questions:** Students can use papers for writing answers and submit a photo for manual grading.
  OR, scan exam papers using bulk-scanner
- **Online correction:** Teachers can access answer paper scans online, give scores, remarks and comments, which students can see later: flexible information access, all contact free and online

SAFE uses BYOD (bring your own device): No infrastructure or maintenance cost
Other features of SAFE: Quick and cheating-free attendance, in-class polls
SAFE usage thus far: 500+ quizzes, 50+ IITB courses, 30+ other colleges, over last 4 years

SAFE
Smart, Authenticated, Fast Exams
A Smart Classroom solution from IITB

Let's collaborate
7208588199
safe@cse.iitb.ac.in
https://safe.cse.iitb.ac.in